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Decking Overview …..
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Footings for Decks …..

Concrete deck footings provide the base for 
the deck structure … they should be at least 
twice the width of the posts that rest on 
them.

Deck footings need to be dug below the 
frost line to prevent frost upheaval. The 
depth may vary from 12" in southern 
climates, to 48" (or more) in northern 
climates … use 18” in NC. 

Dig the hole wider near the bottom. This 
"lip" will help anchor the concrete in the 
ground.

Let the footings set up and cure for a few 
days.



Deck Connectors …. Examples



Deck Connectors …. More examples



Decking Screws …

The general rule of thumb is ONE INCH of 
penetration into the framing material. Since 
2x6 decking is 1-1/2" thick, you can use 2-
1/2" deck screws, or longer. 

There is not much benefit to using longer 
screws, because the screws will usually break 
before they pull out of the wood. 



Decking Screws … Examples



The easiest way to install a ledger (large board 
against the house wall) is with washers and lag 
screws.  If your siding is not flat (beveled siding, 
aluminum siding, shingles, etc) use more or fewer 
washers on the top screws to compensate and cause 
the ledger to be installed truly vertical. 

If you are using pressure-treated lumber or a 
decay resistant lumber that is not all heart, we 
recommend that you paint a waterproofing on the 
cut ends of the ledger and all other exposed 
boards. 

Attaching one side of the deck,a 
ledger,to the house wall …



Attaching the Joists to the 
Wall Ledger …

Installing Joist Hangers … facing 
the Wall …



To build a girder/post system for the deck, first 
cut the wooden posts the proper height. Note 
the 2 different levels of the posts and the 
bottoms of the joists. 

Girders or Beams

Post Girder Post



Floor joists for a deck, placed 24” on 
center, are usually adequate.

Determined joist spacing layout. Starting 
from a nail placed at the center of one of 
the 2 outer joists already in- stalled, 
measure along ledger, making a clear mark 
every 24” (or 16”). Using a combination 
square, draw straight down at each point 
across the ledger/beam/girder. Then nail 
joist hangers on flush with the edge of 
these new marks.

Next, begin nailing 
the metal joist 
hangers on the 
ledger/beam/girder. 

Installing Joists



Assembling the Deck ….



Start the decking from the wall and work 
toward the yard. 

Be sure that the first course next to the wail 
is made of good, straight pieces because it is 
the guide … and if crooked it affects all the 
other courses. 

Purchase boards that are long enough to span 
the entire width of the deck. If the deck is 
too wide, this may not be possible. Even if 
boards are available, any lengths over 14’ are 
often very crooked. 

Attaching Decking Boards …



Attaching Decking Boards …

If two boards are needed, they must always 
join directly over the center of a joist, to 
provide a nailing surface for each. 

Never join all the courses over the same 
joist, as it will look like a big split running 
down the deck. Stagger the joints so that 
every other course joins over the same 
joists.

Spacing deck boards … if deck boards are 
relatively dry, use 16 penny nails to 
establish the proper gaps between the 
boards. Proper spacing allows moisture to 
drain off the deck between the boards.

Continued …



Attaching Decking Boards …

Because wood expands when it's wet. If the 
boards are wet when you install them, you 
can probably butt them close together 
without any gap … they should shrink as 
they dry out and produce adequate gaps 
between the boards. 

Drill pilot holes when nailing near the end of 
a board. 

Use a cordless drill to make pilot holes, 
each slightly smaller than the shank of the 
nail or fastening screw …. this will prevent 
splitting. 

Continued …

Straighten any boards 
that are bowed by 
attaching one end, then 
working down along the 
board to the other end.



Completed Decks …


